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POSITION ON ORAL ARGUMENT 

AND PUBLICATION 

Given the court’s grant of review, oral argument and 

publication are warranted. 

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF FACTS 

As Respondent, Mr. Finley chooses to supplement the 

factual background with information from the plea and 

sentencing hearings. 

The case was resolved with a plea agreement on  

June 25, 2012.  The plea agreement provided that Mr. Finley 

would plead no contest to one count of first degree reckless 

endangerment, as an act of domestic abuse and with a 

dangerous weapon, as a repeater. (90:2-3; 44:2). As part of 

the agreement, the three remaining charges were dismissed 

and read-in. (44:2). The state agreed to cap its 

recommendation at ten years of initial confinement. (Id.)  

At the plea hearing on June 25, 2012, Mr. Finley’s 

attorney tendered a completed plea questionnaire and waiver 

of rights form to the court. (90:2; 44). In the section reserved 

for the statement of the maximum penalty, the form reads: 

“19 years, 6 months confinement and $25,000 fine and court 

costs.” (44:1). The court addressed Mr. Finley personally at 

the plea hearing.  Regarding the maximum penalty, the court 

stated the separate penalties for the underlying charge of first 

degree reckless endangerment and for each penalty enhancer. 

(90:3). The court then asked Mr. Finley, “So, the maximum 

you would look at then [sic] nineteen years six months of 

confinement. Do you understand the maximum penalties?” 
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(90:3-4). Mr. Finely responded, “Yes, sir.” (Id. at 4) The 

court accepted Mr. Finley’s plea.  

However, Mr. Finley faced a maximum penalty of  

23.5 years, consisting of 18.5 years of initial confinement and 

five years of extended supervision.1   

Mr. Finley returned to court for sentencing on  

October 19, 2012. The court sentenced Mr. Finley to the 

maximum punishment: a total of 23.5 years comprised of  

18.5 years of initial confinement and five years of extended 

supervision. (92:30-31).   

ARGUMENT 

Bangert Holds that an Unknowing Plea Violates Due 

Process and Plea Withdrawal is the Only Proper 

Remedy. 

A. Introduction and Standard of Review. 

On the thirtieth anniversary of Bangert, and tenth 

anniversary of Brown, this Court has the opportunity to 

reaffirm the holdings that have protected the plea-taking 

process for the past several decades: “When a guilty plea is 

not knowing, intelligent and voluntary, a defendant is entitled 

to withdraw the plea as a matter of right because such a plea 

‘violates fundamental due process.’”  State v. Brown, 

2006 WI 100, ¶19, 293 Wis. 2d 594, 716 N.W.2d 906 citing 

State v. Van Camp, 213 Wis. 2d 131, 139, 569 N.W.2d 577 

                                              

 
1
 See Wis. Stat. § 941.30(1) (first degree reckless 

endangerment); Wis. Stat. §§ 973.01(2)(b)6m and 973.01(2)(d)4 (class F 

felony); Wis. Stat. § 939.63(1)(b) (dangerous weapons enhancer);  

Wis. Stat. § 939.62(1)(c) (repeater enhancer). 
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(1997); State v. Bangert, 131 Wis. 2d 246, 389 N.W.2d 12 

(1986).   

The state concedes that Mr. Finley was told the 

incorrect maximum penalty at the time of his plea, as he was 

informed that the maximum sentence was four years less than 

the circuit court legally could impose. (90:3-4; 44). The state 

also concedes that Mr. Finley did not know the correct 

maximum penalty.  State v. Finley, 2015 WI App 79, ¶¶21-

22, 365 Wis. 2d 275, 872 N.W.2d 344 (Pet. App. 112); 

(Petitioner’s Brief, pp. 7-8). At sentencing, the court imposed 

the legal maximum penalty, which was four years higher than 

the penalty Mr. Finley was informed that it could be. (92:30-

31). After two postconviction hearings and an appeal, the 

circuit court reduced the sentence to the improper maximum 

it had originally informed Mr. Finley of at the time he entered 

his plea. (93.2:24; 109:4; Pet. App. 123-24). 

The state does not argue that the harm in this case is 

not a Bangert violation. Rather, the state asks this Court to 

find that in this situation, a “better remedy” for a Bangert 

violation is sentence commutation rather than plea 

withdrawal. 2 (See Petitioner’s Brief, p. 8). 

For decades, courts have consistently held the denial of 

the defendant’s constitutional right to a knowing and 

                                              

 2 “Whether a plea is knowing, intelligent, and voluntary is a 

question of constitutional fact.” Brown, 2006 WI 100, ¶19. Because of 

the state’s concessions, whether there was a violation of Bangert or  

Wis. Stat. § 971.08, and whether the defendant knew the correct 

maximum punishment at the time of his plea, are not questions before the 

Court. Additionally, the state never challenged the court of appeals’ first 

decision, which held that Mr. Finley established a Bangert violation as a 

matter of law. State v. Finley, No. 2013AP1846, unpublished slip op. 

(Wis. Ct. App Mar. 18, 2014) (Pet. App. 133); (Petitioner’s Brief, p. 4). 

As such, this Court is reviewing the case in a unique posture. 
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voluntary plea mandates plea withdrawal. A circuit court “has 

no discretion in the matter.” Van Camp, 213 Wis. 2d at 139. 

Yet, the state’s proposed remedy is to reduce the sentence to 

the lower, incorrect maximum penalty that the defendant was 

informed he could receive at the plea hearing.3 (Petitioner’s 

Brief, p. 8). 

Under Wisconsin law, the circuit court must, at the 

plea colloquy, establish that the defendant understands the 

charges, range of penalties, and constitutional rights being 

waived. Brown, 2006 WI 100, ¶52. The prosecution must 

assist the circuit court in meeting its Wis. Stat. § 971.08 

duties and other expressed obligations. Bangert, 131 Wis. 2d 

246, 275. The state’s argument here is that when it makes a 

mistake which deprives a person of due process, the state gets 

to choose the remedy that is most convenient for the state.  

The state’s proposed remedy fails for several reasons. 

First, case law is clear that a Bangert violation, where the 

state fails to prove that the defendant knew the information he 

did not correctly receive at the plea colloquy, requires plea 

withdrawal. Second, the state’s proposed remedy lacks 

authority. The state fails to cite any authority that allows a 

circuit court to reduce an otherwise legal sentence and re-

write the legislature’s maximum penalties, solely because the 

state, defense attorney, and circuit court were mistaken about 

the maximum penalties and affirmatively misinformed the 

defendant of the maximum penalties at the plea hearing.  

Finally, the state’s “commutation” remedy cannot “fix” an 

unknowing plea—an unknowing plea is a violation of due 

process and cannot later be made knowing by a reduction in 

the sentence. 

                                              
3
 While Mr. Finley originally requested sentence reduction in the 

alternative to plea withdrawal, this request was withdrawn at the second 

postconviction hearing. (63:5); (93.2:23) (Pet. App. 123).  
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B. Plea withdrawal is mandatory because the 

circuit court misinformed Mr. Finley that the 

maximum punishment was lower than that 

required by law, Mr. Finley asserted that he did 

not know the correct maximum penalty, and the 

state failed to prove that despite the inadequacy 

of the plea colloquy, Mr. Finley was otherwise 

aware of the correct maximum penalty.  

The duties imposed by Bangert, and “revitalize[d]” by 

Brown, are “designed to ensure that a defendant’s plea is 

knowing, intelligent and voluntary.”  See Brown, 

2006 WI 100, ¶¶23, 58. Because the defendant waives 

important constitutional rights by entering a plea of guilty, the 

law requires that the plea be entered knowingly and 

voluntarily “with sufficient awareness of the relevant 

circumstances and likely consequences” that could follow. 

Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 742, 748 (1970).  

If the defendant has met his initial burden, and if the 

state fails to establish by clear and convincing evidence that 

the defendant otherwise knew and understood the 

information, the defendant is entitled to withdraw his or her 

plea. State v. Nichelson, 220 Wis. 2d 214, 226, 582 N.W.2d 

460 (Ct. App. 1998). Under Bangert, “the final step in the 

reviewing court's analysis of an attempt to withdraw a plea is 

straight-forward.” Id. The reviewing court “has no discretion 

in the matter” and plea withdrawal is “a matter of right.” 

Van Camp, 213 Wis. 2d at 139 citing Bangert, 131 Wis. 2d 

at 283 (emphasis added); see also State v. Cross, 2010 WI 70, 

¶20, 326 Wis. 2d 492, 786 N.W.2d 64 (“If the State cannot 

meet its burden, the defendant is entitled to withdraw his plea 

as a matter of right.”) 
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All parties are in agreement that: 1) Mr. Finley was 

misinformed of a maximum penalty lower than the amount 

allowed by law; 2) Mr. Finley did not know the maximum 

penalty he was facing upon pleading guilty; and 3) the state 

failed to prove that Mr. Finley otherwise knew the correct 

maximum penalty.4 As such, a Bangert violation was 

established and Mr. Finley did not plead with the knowledge 

and understanding required by the constitution. The state’s 

remark “[w]hat the defendant did not know did not hurt him,” 

misunderstands the harm in a Bangert situation. (Petitioner’s 

Brief, p. 12). The defendant is required to know in order to 

enter into a valid plea. Due process requires a guilty plea to 

be affirmatively shown as knowing, voluntary, and 

intelligent, and this was not accomplished in Mr. Finley’s 

case. Under Bangert, Mr. Finley’s plea did not meet the 

constitutional requirement of knowing, voluntary, and 

intelligent, and as a matter of right, he is entitled to plea 

withdrawal. Bangert, 131 Wis. 2d at 283. 

C. Bangert test and manifest injustice test. 

The state argues Mr. Finley must not be permitted to 

withdraw his guilty plea because, despite being misinformed 

of a maximum penalty that was lower than actually allowed 

by law, he suffered no manifest injustice because the court 

reduced his sentence. (Petitioner’s Brief, pp. 11-12, 16).  

                                              
4
 At the second postconviction hearing, the state presented 

testimony by trial counsel, but failed to introduce any other evidence to 

meet its burden.  (93.2:5-16). As the court of appeals noted in the second 

appeal, the state’s efforts to meet its burden of proof “were minimal; so 

much so that, on appeal, the State has now abandoned any argument that 

it met its burden….”  State v. Finley, 2015 WI App 79, ¶21, 365 Wis. 2d 

275, 872 N.W.2d 344 (Pet. App. 112). 
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This is an incorrect statement of the test governing due 

process and plea withdrawal in a Bangert situation.5  It 

appears the state again conflates the Bangert test for plea 

withdrawal with the “manifest injustice” test used in other 

factual situations for plea withdrawal. One way to establish a 

manifest injustice is a Bangert violation, but Wisconsin case 

law establishes that even if no Bangert violation exists, there 

are still other circumstances under which circuit courts may 

find manifest injustice, thereby allowing a defendant to 

withdraw his plea. See State v. Cain, 2012 WI 68, ¶26, 342 

Wis. 2d 1, 816 N.W.2d 177 (a manifest injustice may arise 

from ineffective assistance of counsel, the defendant's failure 

to personally enter or ratify the plea, or the prosecutor's 

failure to fulfill the plea agreement, among other things). 

Indeed, as a concurring opinion in Taylor noted, over 

time the court has shifted its focus in plea withdrawal cases 

from the “manifest injustice” test to the “development of rules 

for particular fact situations.”  State v. Taylor, 2013 WI 34, 

¶66, 347 Wis. 2d 30, 829 N.W.2d 482 (J. Prosser concurring).   

                                              
5
 The state argued similarly in Taylor, advocating for the 

manifest injustice standard as the only test to determine whether Taylor 

should be allowed to withdraw his plea, and this Court soundly rejected 

that argument: “[W]hen a defendant seeks to withdraw his plea based on 

an alleged violation of Wis. Stat. § 971.08 or other court-mandated duty, 

the court should analyze the alleged error under Bangert and, if 

necessitated by the defendant’s motion, under the manifest injustice 

standard.” State v. Taylor, 2013 WI 34, ¶50 n. 18, 347 Wis. 2d 30, 829 

N.W.2d 482. Similarly, in Cross, the court first determined whether a 

Bangert violation had occurred, and after concluding that it had not, 

moved on to whether the defendant had established a manifest injustice 

warranting plea withdrawal. State v. Cross, 2010 WI 70, 326 Wis. 2d 

492, 786 N.W.2d 64.  
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Bangert governs under the particular fact situation of 

this case—plea withdrawal due to a defective plea colloquy. 

The court of appeals correctly found that Mr. Finley’s case 

lies squarely within the Bangert framework, and that a 

Bangert violation is in and of itself a manifest injustice 

mandating plea withdrawal. State v. Finley, 2015 WI App 79, 

¶37 (Pet. App. 122).  

D. The circuit court lacks authority to commute a 

sentence as a remedy for an unknowing plea. 

In Mr. Finley’s case, instead of granting plea 

withdrawal, the circuit court commuted Mr. Finley’s sentence 

to 14.5 years of initial confinement and five years of extended 

supervision “in the interest of justice.”  (93.2:23-24; 109:3-4; 

Pet. App. 123-24). The court relied on Wis. Stat. § 973.13, 

and State v. Taylor, 2013 WI 34, ¶45, n.13, to fashion this 

remedy.  (Id.). 

The circuit court has no authority to a commute a 

sentence in this situation. Specifically, 1) Cross and Taylor 

do not support commutation as an alternative remedy to plea 

withdrawal once a Bangert violation has been established; 2) 

Wis. Stat. § 973.13 does not give the circuit court authority to 

commute an otherwise legal sentence to the incorrect 

maximum sentence the defendant was informed of at his plea 

hearing; 3) a circuit court has limited authority to modify a 

sentence, which does not include modification “in the 

interests of justice”; and finally, 4) outside authority 

interpreting Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 11 or similar 

provisions does not support the state’s argument that 

commutation is an appropriate remedy for an unknowing plea 

under the Bangert standard.  
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1. Cross and Taylor do not support 

commutation as an alternative remedy to 

plea withdrawal once a Bangert 

violation has been established. 

The state relies on dicta in Cross and Taylor to argue 

that commutation is a possible remedy for an unknowing 

plea. However, Cross and Taylor reinforced and developed 

the long-standing plea withdrawal procedure in Bangert and 

Brown. This Court’s canon still holds that when a Bangert 

violation has been established, plea withdrawal is the only 

remedy. The difference is that in Cross and Taylor, both 

defendants failed to establish a prima facie Bangert violation. 

Cross and Taylor do not hold that if a prima facie Bangert 

violation is established, and the state failed to meet its burden 

to prove the plea was knowing, that the appropriate remedy is 

commutation. State v. Cross, 2010 WI 70, ¶20 (“If the State 

cannot meet its burden, the defendant is entitled to withdraw 

his plea as a matter of right.”) 

In Cross, during the plea colloquy, the circuit court 

informed the defendant that the maximum possible sentence 

was slightly higher than the penalty actually allowed by law. 

Cross, 2010 WI 70, ¶¶21, 30. This Court found that this 

mistake was not necessarily a Bangert violation. Id. at ¶30.  

In other words, the defendant had failed the first step of the 

Bangert test because this Court held that it was not a 

violation of the court mandated duties to inform the defendant 

of a maximum punishment slightly higher than that mandated 

by law. “[A] defendant can be said to understand the range of 

punishments as required by 971.08 and Bangert when the 

maximum sentence communicated to the defendant is higher, 

but not substantially higher, than the actual allowable 

sentence.” Id. at ¶38. 
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Similarly, in Taylor, the defendant faced a maximum 

penalty of six years for the charge of uttering a forgery, plus 

two years for the repeater enhancer. Taylor, 2013 WI 34, ¶1.  

However, at the plea hearing, the court informed Taylor that 

he faced a maximum penalty of six years.  Id. at ¶2.  The 

court ultimately sentenced Taylor to six years.  Id. at ¶3. This 

Court held that the circuit court did not violate any mandated 

duty with regard to Taylor’s plea to the underlying offense, 

which made it impossible for Taylor to establish a Bangert 

violation. Id. at ¶34. Furthermore, the Taylor Court observed 

that the record was “replete with evidence” that Taylor was 

aware of the accurate potential penalty. Id. at ¶35.  Therefore, 

in Taylor, just as in Cross, the Court found that the defendant 

had failed to meet the first step of the Bangert test. 

Here, we have a Bangert violation. The court told  

Mr. Finley the maximum penalty he could face was less than 

the amount allowed by law. All parties agree that Mr. Finley 

did not know the correct maximum penalty when he entered 

his plea. (Petitioner’s Brief, pp. 7-8).  Cross and Taylor 

explicitly state that the factual situation present in  

Mr. Finley’s case may constitute a Bangert violation. Cross 

2010 WI 70, ¶39 (When the maximum communicated at the 

plea hearing is “lower than the amount allowed by law, a 

defendant’s due process rights are at greater risk and a 

Bangert violation may be established.”); Taylor, 2013 WI 34, 

¶34. 

The state misreads Cross and Taylor when it contends, 

“If a defendant’s failure to know and understand the correct 

maximum penalty is not a per se violation of the defendant’s 

due process rights, then withdrawal of his plea is not a per se 

remedy for the entry of his plea without such knowledge” 

(Petitioner’s Brief, p. 9). Again, this Court in Cross and 

Taylor found no Bangert violation. State v. Cross 
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2010 WI 70, ¶38; Taylor, 2013 WI 34, ¶¶34-35. The Court 

then concluded that the defendants had failed to satisfy the 

manifest injustice test only after it had already determined 

that the defendants failed to satisfy the Bangert test.6 In 

contrast, Mr. Finley has established a Bangert violation, and 

plea withdrawal is the “per se” remedy for a Bangert 

violation. See State v. Cross, 2010 WI 70, ¶20. 

An unknowing plea has occurred when the defendant 

is misinformed that the maximum sentence is actually less 

than that allowed by law, the defendant asserts he did not 

know the correct maximum penalty, and the state fails to 

prove otherwise. This is a Bangert violation. As such,  

Mr. Finley is entitled to plea withdrawal. This Court’s 

holdings in Cross and Taylor support the remedy of plea 

withdrawal because an actual Bangert violation occurred in 

Mr. Finley’s case but not in Cross and Taylor.  

2. Wis. Stat. § 973.13 does not apply. 

Section 973.13 is inapplicable to the facts of this case. 

While the state argued this statute applied in the circuit court 

and in the court of appeals, it has not renewed that argument 

in its petition for review or brief-in-chief.7 The circuit court 

relied on this statute in modifying Mr. Finley’s sentence. 

                                              
6
 The state’s reliance on Taylor to assert that there is no manifest 

injustice in Mr. Finley’s case repeats the same mistake it did in the court 

of appeals. As the court of appeals aptly noted, “nearly all of the State’s 

citations to Taylor deal with that portion of the decision concerning 

whether there is manifest injustice in enforcing a plea agreement, post-

sentence, independent of a finding that the defendant did not plead 

knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily.”  Finley, 2015 WI App 79, ¶35 

(Pet. App. 121). Again, there is no independent finding in Mr. Finley’s 

case that his plea was knowing, intelligent, and voluntary. 
7
 Arguments not raised on appeal are forfeited. See State v. 

Margaret H., 2000 WI 42, ¶37, n.5, 234 Wis. 2d 606, 610 N.W.2d 475. 
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However, § 973.13 does not give the circuit court authority to 

commute an otherwise legal sentence to the incorrect 

maximum sentence the defendant was informed of at his plea 

hearing. 

Section 973.13 contemplates a situation when the 

circuit court has imposed “a maximum penalty in excess of 

that authorized by law,” and allows for validating the length 

of a sentence by reducing it “only to the extent of the 

maximum term authorized by statute.” Wis. Stat. § 973.13. 

Therefore, this statute remedies an invalid sentence, not an 

unknowing plea. As the court of appeals soundly reasoned: 

By statute, Finley's maximum penalty was that which he 

initially received, twenty-three and one-half years' 

imprisonment. His sentence was commuted not to “the 

amount authorized by law” or “the maximum term 

authorized by statute,” but rather to an amount Finley 

misunderstood to be his maximum exposure based on 

errors surrounding his plea. 

State v. Finley, 2015 WI App 79, ¶33 (Pet. App. 119) 

(emphasis in original). Because Mr. Finley’s original sentence 

was not in excess of that authorized by law, this statute 

provides no authority to reduce his sentence, as it already is 

“the maximum term authorized by statute.” Wis. Stat. 

§ 973.13. See State ex rel. Kalal v. Circuit Court for 

Dane Cty., 2004 WI 58, ¶45, 271 Wis. 2d 633, 681 N.W.2d 

110 (“Statutory language is given its common, ordinary, and 

accepted meaning”). 

The state and circuit court originally relied on footnote 

13 in Taylor, along with the portion of Cross on which the 

Taylor footnote relied, for the authority that Mr. Finley’s 

sentence could be commuted under § 973.13. However,  

Mr. Finley agrees with the court of appeals that these cases do 
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not clearly indicate that § 973.13 can apply to the 

circumstances found in this case. State v. Finley, 

2015 WI App 79, ¶33, citing Taylor, 2013 WI 34, ¶¶34, 45 n. 

13, and Cross, 2010 WI 70, ¶¶34–35 (Pet. App. 119). 

Furthermore, the state misreads and overemphasizes 

the importance of Taylor’s footnote 13. This footnote appears 

in the court’s analysis of whether plea withdrawal is 

necessary to correct a manifest injustice. Taylor, 2013 WI 34, 

¶45 n. 13. The court had already considered whether a 

Bangert violation had occurred, and after concluding that it 

had not, moved on to whether the defendant had established a 

manifest injustice warranting plea withdrawal. Taylor, 2013 

WI 34, ¶50 n. 18. As such, this footnote is not relevant to plea 

withdrawal in a Bangert context, and Mr. Finley’s case 

belongs within the Bangert framework.  

However, even if the Taylor footnote holds that a 

failure to inform a defendant of a penalty enhancer at the plea 

hearing allows for commutation of the sentence to remove the 

penalty enhancer and thereby renders the plea knowing under 

Bangert, this remedy does not work in Mr. Finley’s case. 

Here, it is impossible to “commute” the sentence and remove 

one or more of the penalty enhancers to create a maximum 

punishment of 19.5 years.8  

                                              
8
 See State v. Finley, 2015 WI App 79, ¶30 (Pet. App. 117) 

(“This case is not amenable to the type of resolution applied in Taylor 

…. Here, the circuit court did, in fact, sentence Finley, at least initially, 

to the maximum penalty allowed by law as a result of both the repeater 

and dangerous weapon enhancers. Moreover, even after ‘commuting’ the 

sentence, the circuit court did not sentence Finley only to the twelve and 

one-half years' imprisonment maximum for the underlying offense of 

reckless endangerment as domestic abuse.”) 
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Mr. Finley’s underlying plea to first degree reckless 

endangerment carried a maximum punishment of 12.5 years, 

consisting of 7.5 years of initial confinement and 5 years of 

extended supervision.  See Wis. Stat. §§ 939.50(3)(f), 

973.01(2)(b)6m and (d)(4).  The dangerous weapon enhancer 

added five years to the initial confinement, see Wis. Stat.  

§ 939.63(1)(b), and the repeater enhancer added six years to 

the initial confinement. See Wis. Stat. § 939.62(1)(c). 

Removing any of these penalty enhancers does not reduce the 

maximum sentence to 19.5 years that Mr. Finley was 

informed he could receive.9  

Finally, to find § 973.13 applicable in this case would 

lead to an absurd result and allow a mistake by the circuit 

court and prosecutor to rewrite the legislature’s maximum 

penalties. It is a well-established proposition in our system of 

separate branches of government that the legislature 

prescribes the range of punishment for a particular crime, and 

the court imposes the punishment. Spannuth v. State, 

70 Wis. 2d 362, 367, 234 N.W.2d 79 (1975); see State v. 

Horn, 226 Wis. 2d 637, 646, 594 N.W.2d 772 (1999) (“The 

legislature has the authority to determine the scope of the 

sentencing court’s discretion. The sentencing court has 

discretion, within that legislatively-determine scope, to 

fashion a sentence…”) 

                                              
9
 The record also supports that the penalty enhancers and 

underlying charge cannot be configured in a way to make the potential 

maximum penalty Mr. Finley could be facing 19.5 years total, as the 

defense attorney could not even recall how he came up with that number. 

At the second postconviction hearing, Mr. Finley’s trial attorney testified 

that he had “racked [his] brain,” but had no recollection of where  

19.5 years came from. (93.2:12). He testified that “the number came 

from somewhere and I wrote it down, so obviously there is some sort of 

math error that was made or typo of one form or another.”(93.2:15).   
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The facts in Mr. Finley’s case easily illustrate the 

danger with the state’s proposed remedy. The victim 

requested that Mr. Finley receive “everything possible as a 

punishment in this case.” (92:13). The circuit court also 

thought the maximum penalty was necessary, stating “I don’t 

know what cases require the maximum if this one doesn’t.” 

(92:30). Yet, because of a miscalculation, the legislature’s 

authority is ignored, the victim’s input cannot be fully 

considered, and the circuit court’s original intent is thwarted.  

The state’s proposed rule of commutation rewrites the 

legislature’s mandate of what a maximum penalty should be 

for the crimes in Mr. Finley’s case. The circuit court allowed 

a mistake to justify a modification from the maximum 

sentence the court legally imposed. Mr. Finley is aware of no 

other scenario in which it is it acceptable for a mistake by the 

parties to rewrite the law. The court found the maximum was 

necessary in this case, and the legislature alone sets the 

maximum penalties allowable by law. See Spannuth, 

70 Wis. 2d at 367; see also State v. Sittig, 75 Wis. 2d 497, 

500, 249 N.W.2d 770 (1977)(“a court’s refusal to impose a 

mandatory sentence or fashion a sentence within limits 

prescribed by the legislature constitutes an abuse of discretion 

by the court and also usurpation of the legislative field.”) 

Mr. Finley contends the court of appeals’ analysis was 

correct in finding that § 973.13 only applies in situations 

where a sentence imposed was in excess of that authorized by 

law. In Mr. Finley’s case, the original sentence imposed was 

the lawful maximum, within the amount “authorized by law” 

and within the “extent of the maximum term authorized by 

statute.” As such, § 973.13 does not apply.  
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3. Circuit courts have limited authority to 

modify a sentence 

A circuit court’s limited inherent authority to modify a 

criminal sentence does not include modification because the 

circuit court and prosecutor misinformed the defendant of the 

maximum penalty at the plea hearing. 

Wisconsin circuit courts have inherent authority to 

modify criminal sentences but only “within certain 

constraints.” State v. Harbor, 2011 WI 28, ¶35, 333 Wis. 2d 

53, 797 N.W.2d 828. “[A] circuit court's inherent authority to 

modify a sentence is a discretionary power that is exercised 

within defined parameters.” State v. Crochiere, 2004 WI 78, 

¶12, 273 Wis. 2d 57, 681 N.W.2d 524 abrogated by State v. 

Harbor, 2011 WI 28. These defined parameters allow for 

sentence modification: 1) in order to correct formal or clerical 

errors or an illegal or void sentence; 2) to modify based on a 

new factor; or 3) to modify if the sentence is unduly harsh or 

unconscionable. Id. A court cannot base a sentence 

modification on reflection and second thoughts alone. State v. 

Wuensch, 69 Wis. 2d 467, 474, 480, 230 N.W.2d 665 (1975).  

Nowhere within these carefully “defined parameters” 

is the authority to modify a sentence because the parties 

misinformed the defendant of the correct maximum penalty at 

the plea hearing. Mr. Finley’s original sentence was not 

illegal, as argued supra. The misinformation cannot render it 

unduly harsh and unconscionable—especially when the 

circuit court intended the legislature’s legal maximum to be 

imposed. Nor does the misinformation amount to a “new 

factor.” Indeed, the state has not argued that the authority to 

modify a sentence based on misinformation at a plea hearing 

lies within any of these “defined parameters.”  
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Finally, the circuit court’s own rationale for sentence 

modification is not supported by law. The circuit court in this 

case modified Mr. Finley’s sentence “in the interests of 

justice,” even though it originally believed justice required 

that Mr. Finley receive the maximum penalty. While the state 

has not argued that a court has the authority to modify a 

sentence under this standard, the “interest of justice” standard 

is inapplicable to the case at hand, as it is used for 

determining whether a defendant is entitled to a new trial, not 

to a sentence modification. See Wis. Stat. § 805.15(1) (“A 

party may move to set aside a verdict and for a new 

trial...because of newly-discovered evidence, or in the interest 

of justice.”)  

Therefore, the circuit court did not have the authority 

to modify Mr. Finley’s sentence.  

4. The state’s reliance on outside 

jurisdictions interpreting Federal Rule of 

Criminal Procedure 11 or similar 

provisions does not support its argument 

that commutation is an appropriate 

remedy for an unknowing plea under the 

Bangert standard. 

The state cites several federal cases interpreting 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 11, and out-of-state cases 

interpreting similar provisions, for the proposition that 

“where the sentence conforms to precisely what the defendant 

understood to be the maximum sentence to which he exposed 

himself by his plea, the defendant understood the 

consequences of his plea.” (Petitioner’s brief, p. 13). The 

state’s reliance on this rule is misplaced, as case law 

interpreting Rule 11 does not support commutation as an 

appropriate remedy for an unknowing plea under Bangert.  
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The relevant provision of Rule 11 states that at the 

time of the plea, the court must communicate to the defendant 

personally any maximum possible penalty, including the 

imprisonment, fine and term of supervised release. Fed. R. 

Crim. P. 11(b)(1)(H). However, any violation of Rule 11 will 

not necessarily invalidate a guilty plea. Violations of Rule 11 

are subject to the harmless error test, and a violation is 

harmless “if it does not affect [the defendant's] substantial 

rights.” Id.  

The outside authority relied on by the state is 

distinguishable because most of these cases involve a court’s 

failure to inform the defendants about a mandatory “special 

parole term.” See United States v. Sheppard, 588 F.2d 917 

(4th Cir. 1978); United States v. Rodrigue, 545 F.2d 75 

(8th Cir. 1976); Bachner v. United States, 517 F.2d 589 (7th 

Cir. 1975); United States v. Iaquinta, 719 F.2d 83 (4th Cir. 

1983); Bell v. United States, 521 F.2d 713 (4th Cir. 1975); 

Aviles v. United States, 405 F. Supp. 1374 (S.D.NY. 1975); 

United States v. Lewis, 875 F.2d 444 (5th Cir. 1989). A 

special parole term does not have an effect on the period of a 

defendant’s incarceration unless the defendant violates 

conditions of his parole. Bachner v. United States 517 F.2d 

589, 597 (7th Cir. 1975).  

The use of this harmless test further distinguishes the 

cases cited by the state. The cases cited by the state use this 

harmless error test to determine that despite the 

misinformation regarding the maximum penalty the 

defendants faced upon conviction, because those defendants 

received a sentence they were verbally informed they could 

get, it did not affect the defendant’s substantial rights. In 

applying the harmless error test, these courts found that the 

defendant would have to show that he would not have pled 

had he received the correct information. See Commonwealth 
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v. Barbosa, 2003 PA Super 77, 818 A.2D 81, ¶18 (remanding 

to determine whether defendant knew the maximum and 

whether any mistake was material to his decision to enter the 

plea); Cole v. State, 850 S.W.2d 406, 409 (Mo. Ct. App. 

1993) (a showing that defendant would have gone to trial had 

he known the correct maximum “is required to demonstrate 

prejudice.”); Bell v. United States, 521 F.2d 713, 715 (4th 

Cir. 1975) (acknowledging invalidation of the plea is required 

when the sentence and the special parole term exceed the 

maximum sentence a defendant was told he could receive, but 

failure to inform defendant of special parole term harmless 

error because the defendant received a sentence within the 

maximum he was told).  

The state’s citation to these other authorities in 

jurisdictions that employ a harmless error test does little to 

support its argument that commutation is proper under 

Bangert. Bangert employs a limited harmless error test. A 

violation of Bangert or other mandated duties under 971.08 is 

only harmless if the state can show that the defendant 

otherwise knew the information he did not correctly receive. 

See State v. Lagundoye, 2004 WI 4, ¶¶40-44, 268 Wis. 2d 77, 

674 N.W.2d 526 (describing as “harmless error” the situation 

of a defendant who knows the immigration consequences of a 

plea despite not being informed). The state has repeatedly 

failed to show, and has conceded, that Mr. Finley did not 

know the proper maximum punishment in this case. 

(Petitioner’s Brief, pp. 7-8). This does not satisfy Bangert’s 

limited harmless error test.  

Rather, the Bangert test requires the state to show the 

guilty plea was knowing, voluntary, and intelligent, thereby 

acknowledging that the duties specified in § 971.08 and case 

law are material to the defendant’s decision to plead guilty. 

For these reasons, the state’s reliance on outside authority 
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using a harmless error test where the defendant was 

misinformed about the maximum but received a sentence 

within the incorrect maximum he was informed, does not 

support the remedy of commutation under a Bangert analysis.  

E. Assuming the circuit court has the authority to 

commute the sentence, this Court should not 

allow sentence commutation as an alternative to 

plea withdrawal when the defendant has 

established a Bangert violation and the state has 

failed to prove that the defendant otherwise 

knew the correct information. 

Despite the lack of any authority for a circuit court to 

modify the maximum penalties imposed by the legislature 

due to misinforming the defendant of the correct maximums 

penalties at the plea hearing, assuming for the sake of 

argument that the circuit court does have such authority, this 

Court must still determine whether commutation is 

appropriate under these circumstances. 

To begin, a court process that allows erroneous 

information to re-write the law is inappropriate. The circuit 

court’s remedy of commutation in essence “sanctions” the 

misadvice it provided at the plea hearing. Allowing misadvice 

to change the legislature’s adopted maximum penalties 

undermines confidence in the criminal justice system.  

Furthermore, contrary to the state’s assertions, 

sentence commutation cannot remedy an unknowing plea, 

and plea withdrawal in Mr. Finley’s case will not result in a 

“windfall.” Rather, the sole remedy of plea withdrawal will 

continue to incentivize circuit courts to pay the “‘utmost 

solicitude’ to the plea hearing colloquy. Brown, 

2006 WI 100, ¶33 quoting Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238, 

243-44 (1969). 
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1. Sentence commutation fails to remedy 

the harm of an unknowing plea.  

The guilty plea decision is frequently influenced by 

“imponderable questions for which there are no certain 

answers.” Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 742, 756 (1970). 

The state argues, “When the defendant knows when he enters 

the plea that he could get the sentence he ultimately gets, the 

defendant knowingly takes the risk that by pleading guilty or 

no contest he could get that very same sentence.” (Petitioner’s 

Brief, p. 14). The state’s argument that “this is simply 

common sense” ignores reality and oversimplifies the myriad 

reasons why individual defendants choose to plead guilty.  

(Petitioner’s Brief, p. 14). It is impossible for a defendant, 

like Mr. Finley, to realistically assess what his sentence might 

be, and therefore to knowingly enter his plea, when he 

believed the maximum to be lower than it was.  

While a defendant is told that the court could sentence 

him to the maximum, part of his decision on whether to enter 

a plea could center on if he believes his case warrants the 

maximum. Hypothetically, a defendant who decides to plead 

guilty and is misinformed of the maximum, might be doing so 

because he believes the facts of his case do not warrant the 

maximum. Moreover, if that same defendant comes to learn 

that the true maximum is higher than he thought, and the 

remedy is to commute the sentence down to the maximum he 

was informed he could get, this does little to make the plea he 

entered knowing. The “reduced” maximum was the very 

maximum that he did not believe he would get, which led him 

to enter a plea. His decision might have been different, had he 

known the maximum penalty was actually higher. It is 

impossible for a defendant to enter into a knowing plea if he 

is unable to assess what his sentence might be because he 

believed the maximum to be lower than it was. 
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Again, under Bangert, we need not look into the 

defendant’s thought processes as to why he pled; rather, the 

standard only asks that it be affirmatively shown that at the 

time of his plea, the defendant knew the correct ramifications 

of his plea and the rights he gives up in foregoing a trial. 

Bangert, 131 Wis. 2d at 278-79. 

The reasoning for this affirmative showing 

demonstrates the importance this Court has routinely placed 

on the plea-taking process. Part of the beauty of the Bangert 

test is its inherent acknowledgement that the guilty plea 

decision is influenced by “imponderable questions for which 

there are no certain answers.” Brady v. United States, 

397 U.S. 742, 756 (1970). Therefore, by mandating that the 

guilty plea be affirmatively shown as knowing, voluntary, and 

intelligent, Bangert acknowledges that the duties specified in 

§ 971.08 and case law are generally material to the 

defendant’s decision to plead guilty.  

Furthermore, reducing a sentence to a period of 

incarceration that a defendant was told he could receive does 

little to ensure that the plea was knowing, voluntary, and 

intelligent at the time the plea was entered. Bangert, 

131 Wis. 2d at 269 (The defendant’s understanding must be 

measured at the time the plea is entered). The Bangert test 

does not concern itself with the after-effects of a plea, such as 

a possible defense at trial, the victim’s feelings, or eventual 

sentence imposed, in making the determination of whether or 

not the plea was knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently 

entered to begin with. See State v. Van Camp, 213 Wis. 2d 

131, 153-54 (“The potential outcome of evidence does not 
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display the defendant’s understanding or knowledge of his 

rights or the charges against him.”)10   

Finally, other cases have rejected a sentencing remedy 

to “correct” a problem with a plea. In Padilla, the district 

court failed to accurately inform the defendant of the 

maximum penalties he was facing, including the mandatory 

minimums likely applicable to his case. See United States v. 

Padilla, 23 F.3d 1220, 1221 (7th Cir. 1994). The court held 

that “ignorance about the necessity…of serving many years in 

prison strikes us as an informational lack so serious that 

unless strong indications to the contrary are apparent from the 

record a court should presume it influenced a defendant’s 

decision to plead guilty.”  Id. at 1222. The defendant, 

however, sought resentencing in accordance with his 

purported understanding of the plea agreement. Id. at 1224. In 

finding that withdrawal of the guilty plea was the only 

appropriate remedy, the Seventh Circuit stated resentencing 

was not an option: 

Padilla, however, is not entitled to a more favorable 

sentence than the one he got, which was in accordance 

with the law and not precluded by the terms of the plea 

agreement. What he is entitled to is an opportunity to 

start over, since his decision to plead guilty was not 

accompanied by an adequate explanation of likely 

mandatory penalties. 

                                              
10

 The state’s argument that the “competing consideration” of 

the interests of finality of criminal convictions should weigh into whether 

a defendant is allowed to withdraw his plea is another reference to plea 

withdrawal under the manifest injustice test. (Petitioner’s Brief, p. 10); 

See Taylor, 2013 WI 34, ¶48. The interest in finality is a proper 

consideration under the manifest injustice test; but does little to help with 

the inquiry of whether a defendant’s plea was knowing, voluntary, and 

intelligent under Bangert.  
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Padilla, 23 F.3d at 1224. Because the defendant 

“disavow[ed] the only relief that is appropriate to the error he 

assigns,” the court affirmed his conviction and sentence. 

Id. at 1224-25. 

Similarly, in Woods, as part of the negotiated plea, the 

state recommended that the defendant’s adult court sentence 

run consecutive to the juvenile court disposition he was 

already completing. State v. Woods, 173 Wis. 2d 129, 133, 

496 N.W.2d 144 (Ct. App. 1992). Consistent with the 

agreement, the court imposed the defendant’s adult court 

sentence consecutive to his juvenile court disposition.  

Id. at 134. However, because there is no law permitting an 

adult court sentence to run consecutive to a juvenile court 

disposition, the sentence was void. Id. at 138-39. 

Postconviction, the state argued that the defendant should not 

be allowed to withdraw his plea, and instead asked the court 

to modify the sentence by voiding the portion that mandated 

it be served consecutive to the juvenile disposition.   

Id. at 142.  The court declined and held that plea withdrawal 

was the only proper remedy:  

Simply resentencing Woods, or even allowing him to 

maintain his guilty plea while renegotiating the sentence 

recommendation, would fail to correct the error that 

rendered his guilty plea infirm in the first place. The 

appropriate solution is to return the parties to their 

positions prior to any error. 

Woods, 173 Wis. 2d at 142. 

Padilla and Woods demonstrate that changing the 

sentence does not fix the infirmity of the plea. In Mr. Finley’s 

case, his unknowing plea cannot later be made knowing by a 

sentence reduction. Unlike Padilla, Mr. Finley is not asking 

for a sentence “more favorable than the one he got.” See 
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Padilla, 23 F.3d at 1224. Rather, the state is attempting to 

force that remedy upon him. Mr. Finley should be offered “an 

opportunity to start over” in order to “correct the error that 

rendered his guilty plea infirm in the first place.” See Padilla, 

23 F.3d at 1224; see also Woods, 173 Wis. 2d at 142. 

For these reasons, plea withdrawal is the only proper 

remedy that protects the constitutional requirement that a plea 

be knowing, voluntary, and intelligent.  

2. Allowing Mr. Finley to withdraw his 

plea would not result in a “Windfall.” 

The state characterizes Mr. Finley’s plea withdrawal 

remedy as a “windfall.” (Petitioner’s brief, p. 14).  If  

Mr. Finley were allowed to withdraw his guilty plea, the plea 

agreement is also vacated. See State v. Woods, 173 Wis. 2d at 

142 (after plea withdrawal, parties return to their positions 

prior to any error). Because all of the dismissed and read-in 

charges would be reinstated, Mr. Finley would be facing a 

maximum punishment of 53 years in the Wisconsin Prison 

System, comprised of 39.5 years of initial confinement, 

followed by 13.5 years of extended supervision. 11 This does 

not meet any definition of a “windfall.” 

                                              
11

 Mr. Finley was originally charged with first degree reckless 

endangerment, with a dangerous weapon; substantial battery; 

strangulation and suffocation; and false imprisonment, all as an act of 

domestic abuse. (2). The state later added the repeater enhancer pursuant 

to Wis. Stat. § 939.62, to each charge. (12). For the one count of 

substantial battery, as a repeater, Mr. Finley is subject to a maximum 

penalty of five years and six months of initial confinement, followed by 

two years of extended supervision. See Wis. Stat. § 940.19(2); Wis. Stat. 

§§ 973.01(2)(b)9 and 973.01(2)(d)6; Wis. Stat. § 939.62(1)(b). For the 

one count of strangulation and suffocation, and one count of false 

imprisonment, Mr. Finley is subject to seven years of initial confinement, 

followed by three years of extended supervision, on each count. 
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If Mr. Finley took the case to trial and was convicted, 

or accepted a different plea, the state would no longer be 

required to cap its recommendation at ten years of initial 

confinement. As such, Mr. Finley opens himself to great risk 

of additional imprisonment if allowed to withdraw his guilty 

plea. This risk is present in many cases, because most plea 

agreements involve the dismissal of charges, and/or sentence 

recommendation caps. Mr. Finley’s request for plea 

withdrawal, a remedy that puts him back to the position he 

was in before his plea agreement and facing significant 

incarceration time, is by no means a “windfall.” 

3. Mandating Plea Withdrawal rather than 

Sentence Commutation will ensure that 

circuit courts and district attorneys 

continue to adhere to their duties under 

Bangert and § 971.08.  

The duties embodied in Bangert and § 971.08 are 

designed to assist the circuit court in making the 

constitutionally required determination that the defendant’s 

plea is voluntary. Bangert, 131 Wis. 2d at 261.  Allowing 

                                                                                                     

See Wis. Stat. § 940.235(1); Wis. Stat. § 940.30; Wis. Stat.  

§§ 973.01(2)(b)8 and 973.01(2)(d)5; Wis. Stat. § 939.62(1)(b). For the 

one count of first degree reckless endangerment, with a dangerous 

weapon, as a repeater, Mr. Finley is subject to 18.5 years of initial 

incarceration and five years of extended supervision. See Wis. Stat.  

§ 941.30(1); Wis. Stat. §§ 973.01(2)(b)6m and 973.01(2)(d)4; Wis. Stat. 

§ 939.63(1)(b); Wis. Stat. § 939.62(1)(c). Brown County Case No.  

11-CM-953 was also dismissed and read-in, pursuant to the plea 

agreement. (44). This case involved one count of resisting or obstructing 

an officer, as a repeater, which would subject Mr. Finley to a maximum 

penalty of one year and six months of initial confinement, and six 

months of extended supervision. Wis. Stat. § 946.41(1); Wis. Stat. 

§ 939.62(1)(a). 
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sentence modification rather than plea withdrawal in cases 

involving Bangert violations will reduce the incentive for 

circuit courts to fulfill these duties at the plea hearing. The 

Bangert philosophy holds just as true today as it did in 1986:  

We understand that most trial judges are under 

considerable calendar constraints, but it is of paramount 

importance that judges devote the time necessary to 

ensure that a plea meets the constitutional standard.  The 

plea hearing colloquy must not be reduced to a 

perfunctory exchange.  It demands the trial court’s 

“utmost solicitude.”  Such solicitude will serve to 

forestall postconviction motions, which have an even 

more detrimental effect on a trial court’s time limitations 

than do properly conducted plea hearings. 

Bangert, 131 Wis. 2d at 278-79 (citations omitted). 

Furthermore, the burden-shifting nature of the Bangert 

procedure is meant to “encourage the prosecution to assist the 

trial court in meeting its sec. 971.08 and other expressed 

obligations.” Brown, 2006 WI 100, ¶40, n. 24 citing Bangert, 

131 Wis. 2d at 275.  

In this case, the state had three opportunities to 

affirmatively show that Mr. Finley knew the correct 

maximum punishment: the plea hearing, the first 

postconviction hearing, and the second postconviction 

hearing. All three times, the state failed to meet its burden. 

Now, after repeated failure, it should not be allowed to create 

a new remedy in order to save the infirm plea.  

Finally, the state’s proposed procedure is unworkable 

and impractical—the state’s suggestion of commutation in 

“ordinary cases” and plea withdrawal in “exceptional cases” 

will be difficult for circuit courts to apply in practice. 

(Petitioner’s Brief, p. 16). What constitutes an ordinary case 

requiring commutation in contrast to an exceptional case 
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requiring plea withdrawal? Who gets to decide between plea 

withdrawal and commutation? The state’s proposed remedy 

will leave the plea withdrawal canon in constant flux, with 

less finality and more litigation.  

The Bangert test is simple, has worked for decades, 

and includes checks along the way to ensure that the finality 

of the plea is respected if the process has conformed to the 

constitutional standards. But when the process fails, it rightly 

allows for plea withdrawal. This Court should reinforce plea 

withdrawal as the sole remedy for a Bangert violation in 

order to protect a defendant’s due process rights to a 

knowing, voluntary, and intelligent plea, as well as ensure 

that the prosecution and circuit court continue to follow the 

required procedures of Bangert and § 971.08 at the plea 

colloquy . 
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CONCLUSION 

The court of appeals reached the correct result in this 

case. Therefore, Mr. Finley, by counsel, respectfully requests 

that the Court affirm the court of appeals’ opinion and 

remand to the circuit court with instructions to grant  

Mr. Finley’s postconviction motion for plea withdrawal.   

Dated this 1
st
 day of March, 2016. 
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